Measurement of aerosol properties during wintertime in Beijing
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Abstract. Severe haze events with exceedingly high-levels of aerosols have occurred frequently in China in recent years, threatening human health and affecting regional and global radiative budget. A better knowledge of aerosol properties during haze events, particularly for those occurring during wintertime, will be helpful for elucidating the haze formation mechanism. In this study, we conducted a field measurement at an urban site in Beijing during January and February of 2015. A suite of aerosol instruments was deployed to measure a comprehensive set of aerosol chemical and physical properties. The haze events in winter, regulated by meteorological conditions, typically start with a new particle formation event and progress in terms of the subsequently continuous growth of the nucleation mode particles to submicron particles over the following multiple days. Particulate organic matters are primarily responsible for producing the nucleation mode particles, while secondary organic and inorganic components jointly contribute to the high aerosol mass observed during haze events. The average effective density and kappa value of ambient particles are approximately 1.37 g cm⁻³ and 0.25 during the clean days, and 1.42 g cm⁻³ and 0.4 during the severe haze episodes, respectively, indicating the formation of secondary inorganic species during the development of the severe haze events. Our results reveal that the periodic cycles of severe haze formation in Beijing during wintertime are attributed to the fast secondary aerosol formation due to the high gaseous precursor concentrations and the stagnant air mass, which are analogous to the severe haze events observed during autumn.

1 introduction

Three decades of rapid industrialization have made China the second largest economy in the world and the “World’s Factory”. This rapid economic development has resulted in a deterioration of the quality of air, water, land, and ecosystems (Chang et al., 2009; Su et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2008; WHO et al., 2006). One of the most substantial environmental issues is the severe haze events caused by the elevated mass concentration of fine particulate matter (PM₂.₅) that frequently occurred in many regions of China.
PM$_{2.5}$ is mainly composed of sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, organics, and elemental carbon in China (Zheng et al., 2016). To elucidate the mechanism of severe PM$_{2.5}$ pollution, considerable efforts have been made in the past few years. Huang et al. (2014) demonstrated that severe PM$_{2.5}$ pollution in four megacities in China, i.e., Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Xi’an, was driven to a large extent by the secondary aerosol formation. Guo et al. (2014) elucidated that the formation of severe urban haze in Beijing during autumn could be characterized by two distinct aerosol formation processes: 1) the nucleation of aerosols and 2) the subsequent growth of these aerosols driven by secondary formation. The transition from a clean period to a polluted period can be remarkably fast (Guo et al., 2014). Wang et al. (2016) further proposed that aqueous-phase reaction could be of great importance for the secondary aerosol formation during severe haze stage. Moreover, some other studies also reveal key interactions between haze formation with meteorological conditions, such as humidity and planetary boundary layer (PBL) (Ding et al., 2016; Tie et al., 2017).

Aerosol properties can provide essential information on the primary emission sources and the atmospheric evolution of atmospheric aerosols. For example, particle hygroscopicity is a key factor in identifying the species of ambient aerosols and the changes aerosols undergo during the aging process (Chang et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2014). The hygroscopicity of ambient aerosols can be quantified by using the parameter kappa (κ) or the hygroscopic growth factor (HGF) (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007). Particle effective density is also a key parameter to probe primary combustion emission and the aging of primary soot aerosols (Peng et al., 2016). Several measurements have previously investigated the particle density in Beijing via several filter-based methods (Hu et al., 2012; Yue et al., 2010), with a time resolution of about half a day. Few measurements have provided high time-resolution and size-resolved density information (Guo et al., 2014; Qiao et al., 2016), hindering the in-depth investigation of atmospheric aging processes. In addition, most of the previous observational studies focused on the aerosol properties and haze formation in Beijing have been carried out in summer and autumn (Guo et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2014). As the most severe haze episodes often occur during wintertime, more observation on aerosol properties in winter will be helpful for investigating the severe haze formation mechanism (Hu et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2013).

In this study, a field campaign was conducted to measure ambient particulate matter and gaseous concentration in Beijing from January to February 2015 to better understand the haze formation mechanism during wintertime in Beijing. The physical and chemical properties of ambient aerosols during different pollution stages, including particle size distributions, size-resolved effective density measurements, and chemical composition, were simultaneously measured during the campaign. The contribution of secondary aerosol formation to the PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentration in Beijing was evaluated according to ambient gas concentrations and aerosol properties. Furthermore, the pollution features observed during winter and autumn were further compared to understand how the haze formation mechanisms in different seasons.

2 Methodology and Instrumentation

All measurements were conducted at PeKing University urban atmosphere Environment monitoRing Station (PKUERS, 39°59’21’’ N, 116°18’25’’ E) located in the northwestern Beijing urban area. The site is located outside the fourth-ring road with no significant stationary sources or mobile sources within 200 m and is likely representative of the Beijing urban area.
(Wu et al., 2008). The instruments were located in an air-conditioned room on the roof of a building about 15 m above ground level. A suite of state-of-the-art instruments was deployed to simultaneously measure the gaseous species and aerosol properties, including particle mass concentration, size distribution, chemical composition, and size-resolved effective density and hygroscopicity.

A Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM, 1400a, Thermo, USA.) with a PM$_{2.5}$ cyclone inlet was used to measure the ambient PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentration. The sampling flow was 16.7 LPM, of which 1 LPM was introduced to the instrument. The TEOM measures the mass collected on a filter by monitoring the corresponding frequency changes of a tapered element. As the mass concentration increased on the replaceable filter, the tube's natural frequency of oscillation decreased. The mass concentration was determined from the change in the oscillation frequency.

An Aerodyne High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) was employed to measure the size-resolved chemical compositions of submicron particles (Hu et al., 2016). The HR-ToF-AMS operated in 5-minute cycles, including a V-mode to obtain the mass concentrations of non-refractory species such as ammonium, sulfate, nitrate, organics, and chloride, a W-mode to obtain high-resolution mass spectral data, and a particle time-of-flight mode to determine size distributions of species measured with the V-mode. The HR-ToF-AMS was calibrated for inlet flow, ionization efficiency, and particle size at the beginning, middle, and end of the measurements (Hu et al., 2016). The calibration of ionization efficiency was conducted with size-selected pure ammonium nitrate particles. The detection limit was defined as three times the standard deviations of the observed signals. The detection limits of sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, chloride, and organics were determined to be 0.008, 0.004, 0.026, 0.004, and 0.033 μg m$^{-3}$, respectively.

A scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) and a nano-SMPS were used to concurrently measure the number size distribution of particles between 3 nm and 600 nm in the ambient air (Wang et al., 2013). Ambient aerosols were sampled at a rate of 16.7 LPM through a 3 m long thermally insulated 1/2” stainless steel tube. Before being measured by the SMPS and nano-SMPS, an airflow of 1.8 LPM passed through a series of Nafion driers (Perma Pure, Inc.) to reduce the relative humidity of the aerosols to less than 30 %. In the SMPS/nano-SMPS system, polydisperse aerosols were brought to charge equilibrium and passed through the DMA and CPC to determine the particle size and concentration. The sheath flow rate was maintained at 3 LPM for the DMA and 15 LPM for nano-DMA. The particle size was calibrated with mono-disperse polystyrene latex spheres (PSL, Duke Scientific, Palo Alto, California, USA.) with nominal diameters of 100 - 500 nm.

A combination DMA-Aerosol Particle Mass analyzer (APM, model 3600, Kanomax Inc., Japan) system was employed to measure the particle size-resolved density. Ambient airflow first passed through a DMA, where the voltage was fixed to provide continuous monodisperse particles. Then, the monodisperse aerosol flow passed through an APM, where the particle mass distribution could be obtained. Effective density is defined as the measured mass over the volume where the particle is assumed to be a sphere based on the measured particle size; therefore, compounds with the same mass but different shapes may have extremely different effective densities. The effective densities for five-particle sizes were obtained hourly. Since the mobility diameter corresponds to a unique voltage, if the applied voltage and effective density of PSL are known, the effective density of the sample aerosols can be calculated by the following equation,
\[ \rho_{\text{eff}} = \frac{V_{\text{APM}}}{V_{\text{APM,PSL}}} \times \rho_{\text{PSL}} \]  

where \( V_{\text{APM}} \) and \( V_{\text{APM,PSL}} \) are the fitted peak voltages in APM corresponding to the masses of sample and PSL particles, respectively. The material density of the PSL particles is 1.054 g cm\(^{-3}\). Each effective density distribution scans from 0.1 to 2.2 g cm\(^{-3}\). Effective density peaks at 1.76, 1.78, and 1.73 g cm\(^{-3}\) correspond to ammonium sulfate, ammonium bisulfate, and ammonium nitrate, respectively. The effective density of organic aerosols can vary significantly due to the numerous compounds in this category, the different emission sources, and the distinct structures of the compounds. Turpin and Lim (2001) reported that the density of secondary organic aerosols from the oxidation of aromatics and alkanes was between 1.20 and 1.40 g cm\(^{-3}\). The effective densities of fresh black carbon (BC), mineral dust, and sea salt were found to be 0.1 - 0.6, 2.65, and 2.2 g cm\(^{-3}\), respectively (Geller et al., 2006; Khalizov et al., 2009). This methodology has been utilized and discussed previously (Levy et al., 2014).

The hygroscopicity of ambient aerosols was parameterized by the kappa (\( \kappa \)), which is derived using the following formula (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007),

\[ \kappa = \frac{\nu M_w}{\rho d M_d} = \sum_i \varepsilon_i \kappa_i \]  

where \( M, \rho, \nu, \) and \( \varepsilon, \) are the molecular weight, molecular densities, van Hoff factor, and volume fraction of the component in the aerosols mass, respectively. Using the volume-weighted average fraction determined by the AMS measurement and the \( \varepsilon_i \) values of 0.0, 0.09, 0.48, 0.58, 0.55, and 0.246 for BC, organic aerosols, \( \text{SO}_4^{2-}, \text{NO}_3^-, \text{NH}_4^+, \) and \( \text{Cl}^- \), respectively, the chemical composition derived kappa was calculated.

The PBL was determined by utilizing the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) hybrid single-particle Lagrangian integrated trajectory (HYSPLIT) model.

### 3 Results and Discussion

#### 3.1 Observed haze cycles

Four PM pollution cycles were documented during the measurement in 2015 winter (Fig. S1). Frequently, the large-scale meteorology governed the length and severity of haze events due to the periodical occurrence of exceedingly stagnant airmass and strong, cleansing winds. During the observation period, low PM\(_{2.5}\) concentration was accomplished with the strong northerly wind. While the episodes with the highest PM\(_{2.5}\) concentration (i.e., 22 January and 26 January) exhibited calm winds and low PBL heights (Fig. S1), which trapped primary emission near their sources and secondary pollutants within the formation area. Temporal evolutions of the particle mass and number concentration, chemical composition, and size distribution and the average diameter of the first and second pollution cycles (between 21 and 27 January 2015) are illustrated in Figure 1. The first haze event began with an NPF event, which was followed by the continuous particle growth over three
days (Fig. 1A). On the clean days (i.e., 21 January and 27 January) the strong wind and the high PBL diluted the pollutants both vertically and horizontally (Fig. S1). The total number concentration exceeded 300,000 cm\(^{-3}\) during the NPF event, but generally decreased after the NPF event and remained around 100,000 cm\(^{-3}\) (Fig. 1C). The average diameter of all ambient particles was only about 10 nm during the NPF event and steadily increased until their average diameter was near 150 nm (Fig. 1D). During nighttime of 22 January, the particle mass concentration increased but the diameter decreased, which is possibly due to the combination of the primary emission of smaller particles and the compressed PBL during nighttime. Minor mass growth was observed on 21 January (Fig. 1B), with an increase from 8 to 30 \(\mu g\) m\(^{-3}\). The most rapid mass concentration increase occurred on 22 January, with an increase from 30 to 300 \(\mu g\) m\(^{-3}\).

During the early morning of January 24, a weak front passed through the sampling site, which led to weak winds from the north and increased PBL to around 700 m (Fig. S1), diluting the ambient PM\(_{2.5}\) concentration (to about 30 \(\mu g\) m\(^{-3}\) on average in the daytime on January 24). Meanwhile, a large amount of primary emission in the morning rush hour lowered the average particle diameter to smaller than 50 nm. After the frontal passage, the winds shifted to southerly, which recirculated the polluted air mass back to the sampling site. Though the mass concentration exhibited two distinguish pollution cycles, the air mass of this event as a whole was likely the same. On 25 January, weak southerly winds continued, and the boundary layer height decreased to about 300 m. The stagnant conditions led to a rapid accumulation of pollutants. The total number and mass concentrations of ambient PM\(_{2.5}\) gradually grew to 130 nm and 250 \(\mu g\) m\(^{-3}\) in the following two days, respectively (Fig. 1B, 1D). Meanwhile, the aerosol constituents generally remained similar during this episode (Fig. 1B).

### 3.2 Aerosol chemical composition, hygroscopicity, and density

Organic aerosols accounted for the largest percentage of the aerosol mass during both the clean (58%, 21 January) and the polluted phase (52%, 23 January). Nitrate, ammonium, and sulfate accounted for 12%, 12%, and 16%, respectively, during the clean phase, and remained relatively constant at 20%, 14%, and 12%, respectively, throughout the polluted period of the first and the second cycles. The contribution of chloride to PM remained constant at about 2%.

The average kappa values of ambient between 21 January and 29 January 2015 are shown in Figure 3A. Both the diurnal cycles and the overall trend governed by the pollution cycle are evident in the aerosol hygroscopicity. Durnally, the least hygroscopic aerosols occurred overnight, while the most hygroscopic aerosols were found near sunset. The reduced nighttime hygroscopicity was concurrently observed with the transiently elevated organic aerosol mass concentration (Fig. 1) and reduced effective density of the larger particles (Fig. 3B), which may be due to the increase of vehicle emissions of primary organic aerosols and black carbon in the city overnight. The increased hygroscopicity in the mid-morning and early afternoon hours (9 a.m. to 1 p.m.) was due to the rapid increase in the mass concentrations of nitrate, ammonium, and sulfate aerosols (Fig. 1B), consistent with previous studies in Mexico City which showed that ammonium nitrate rapidly formed in the morning (Hennigan et al., 2008). From the onset of the first pollution cycle on 21 January to the morning of 25 January, the kappa value increased from 0.15 to 0.42.
The effective densities for 81, 97, 151, and 240 nm particles are exhibited in Figure 3B. During the clean phase (e.g., 22 January), all four particle sizes exhibited effective density values that clustered near 1.37 g cm\(^{-3}\). However, as the haze event developed, the effective densities of particles with the four sizes became increasingly differentiated. When the PM\(_{2.5}\) mass concentration decreased at the end of the haze event (i.e., 27 January), the effective density of the particles again clustered near 1.36 g cm\(^{-3}\). The lower average effective density during the clean period can be attributable to the organic dominated aerosol composition as well as the fresh low-density BC emission. Furthermore, the increasing effective density corresponds to the increasing sulfate and nitrate composition that was observed as the haze events progressed (Fig. 1B). Generally, the effective density distributions were unimodal, indicating that the aerosols were internally mixed. The weighted average density, i.e., the effective density weighted by the total number concentration of particles near each size of the four particles sizes, increased throughout the haze event, but this was primarily due to the changes in the particles smaller than 100 nm. The effective density of smaller particles (i.e., 81 and 97 nm) increased as the ambient atmosphere became more polluted, whereas the densities of larger particles (i.e., 151 and 240 nm) remained near 1.37 g cm\(^{-3}\). Figure 4 shows the diurnal variation of the effective densities of 81, 97, 151, and 240 nm particles during the entire observational campaign as well as the polluted period and the clean period. An evident diurnal variation of effective density was observed, i.e., higher density overnight, lower density during the morning and evening rush hours, and moderately stable density during the daytime. Over the entire campaign, the lowest density was observed after the evening rush hour (i.e., 1.38 g cm\(^{-3}\) for 81 nm particles), and the highest density (~1.41 g cm\(^{-3}\) for 81 nm particles) was observed in the early morning before the intensification of heavy traffic. During the high traffic periods (i.e., 6 - 9 a.m. and 4 - 8 p.m.), the decreasing effective density was likely due to the increasing concentrations of BC and primary organic aerosols (POA). Overnight, the effective density increased due to the formation of inorganic species on aerosols. The variations in the effective density were suppressed during the polluted days. This may be because the newly emitted particles were being mixed into a relatively higher concentration of particles. Therefore, the average effective density of the entire air mass was not as sensitive to the primary emitted particles during rush hours.

### 3.3 Comparisons of aerosol properties in autumn and winter

In Figure 5, a comparison of the mass concentration, total number concentration, and the average diameter of ambient particles from representative pollution cycles from the autumn 2013 and winter 2015 field campaigns are displayed (Guo et al., 2014). The chemical composition during the clean and polluted period from both campaigns is also exhibited in Figure 2. Both seasonal haze events began with NPF events, which were typically followed by particle growth over several days. Overall various properties (i.e., particle size, number concentration, chemical composition, and hygroscopicity) appear to be similar in the autumn and winter campaigns, with a few notable caveats.

The particle growth and formation were more efficient in the autumn campaign: i.e., the NPF events resulted in a higher total number concentration in the autumn, and the final average particle diameter was near 180 nm compared to 150 nm in the winter, which may be attributable to the stronger solar irradiation in autumn than in winter. Furthermore, if the mixing layer
depth is taken into consideration (Fig. S1), the particle growth and the secondary aerosol formation were likely much more efficient in the autumn because while the resultant concentrations were similar, the mixing layer was nearly twice as high during autumn compared that during winter. Organics were the dominated aerosols species during clean episodes in both autumn and winter at 79 and 58%, respectively (Fig. 2), while inorganic species, i.e., sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium, were more abundant in the polluted episodes in both campaigns. More organic aerosols were observed in the winter polluted episode, likely due to the increased POA emissions from residential heating during winter. The trends in the hygroscopicity of the particles are similar between the two seasons, with the only significant differences occurring on the clean days (i.e., 21 January, 25 September, 27 January, and 1 October). The hygroscopicity of the autumn aerosols (25 September) during the clean phase was much lower (0.2) than the hygroscopicity of the wintertime aerosols (0.35). This is likely due to the higher proportion of sulfate in PM during the winter (7% in the autumn, 16% in the winter) due to residential heating and suppressed dilution of local pollutant (mixing layer depth of 1100 m compared to 2200 m, Fig. S1.).

4 Conclusions and implication

We have elucidated the influence of meteorology, local emissions, and aerosol processes on severe haze events in Beijing during winter by conducting comprehensive aerosol properties measurements. Formation of severe haze in Beijing is comprised of two distinct processes of secondary aerosol formation, i.e., the nucleation that initially produces high concentrations of nanoparticles and the subsequent continuous growth from the nucleation mode particles to submicron particles. Our analysis of the aerosol chemical compositions suggests that organic aerosols are primarily responsible for producing the nucleation mode particles, while secondary organic aerosols and inorganic salts contribute jointly to the particle growth. The combination of the high aerosol nucleation potential and efficient subsequent growth over several days uniquely differentiates the severe PM$_{2.5}$ episodes in Beijing from those typically observed in other regions worldwide. We show that the periodic cycles of haze episodes during the autumn and winter seasons in Beijing are closely linked to the meteorological conditions. During haze events, stagnant air masses typically develop under the calm or weak southerly wind, which traps the local pollutants.

From the perspective of pollution control, it may be feasible to suppress the aerosol growth processes to reduce the PM$_{2.5}$ levels in Beijing. Our results imply that an effort to solely control emissions of primary particles would result in only a minor reduction of the PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentration, while the reductions in the emissions of the aerosol precursor gases, i.e., VOCs and NO$_{x}$ from local transportation and SO$_{2}$ from regional industrial sources, are critical for remediation of the haze pollution in Beijing. Such a viewpoint of severe haze formation is critical for improving formulating effective regulatory policies by decision-makers at the central and local government levels.
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Figure 1. Temporal evolutions of the (A) number size distribution, (B) PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentration, chemical composition, (C) total number concentration, and (D) mean diameter between 21 and 27 January 2015.
Figure 2. A comparison of the chemical composition during the clean and polluted period from the autumn 2013 and winter 2015 field campaigns.
Figure 3. (A) The hygroscopicity determined on the basis of chemical composition (i.e., kappa) of the aerosols. (B) Temporal evolutions of the effective density of particles with a diameter of 81 (blue), 97 (green), 151 (red), 240 nm (orange), and the weighted average of the four particle sizes between 21 and 29 January 2015.
Figure 4. (A) The diurnal variation of the effective density (g cm$^{-3}$) of the four particle sizes from the full observational period. (B) The effective density (g cm$^{-3}$) diurnal cycle of the 81 (blue circles) and 240 (black squares) nm particles during the clean (dashed, lighter colors) and polluted periods (solid, darker colors).
Figure 5. A comparison of the (A) mass concentration, (B) total number concentration, (C) average diameter, and (D) hygroscopicity between the autumn 2013 (blue, bottom axis) and winter 2015 (black, top axis).